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How do you make a clear choice between a free database
server like MySQL and an enterprise database like Oracle?
Oracle beats MySQL for critical deployments
The world-class functionality in Oracle enables our clients to migrate their applications written using other
databases, such as MySQL, Microsoft SQL Server and Sybase, in a matter of weeks. Migrating databases and
their accompanying applications is not a minor business undertaking. Our experienced migration services allow
clients to migrate their applications to a world-class database platform quickly, at a reasonable cost and minimal
risk. This stream lines your database operations and reduces your applications management cost.

How we Reduce your Migration Risks at a Reasonable Cost
Over 200 combined years of Oracle tech experience means:
Expert Oracle database version knowledge from 5.1 going forward
Over 80 Oracle practice experts
Imbued deep application migration expertise from legacy platforms to Oracle
Expert project work conducted at Oracle in Oracle’s Migration Competency Center
We provide a one-stop-shop for migrations: POCs, pilots and demos.
Execute migration projects with a global delivery model: offshore, right-shore and onsite. Cost effective
coupled with superior productivity.
We reduce your risk with fixed price migration service offerings.
Proficient and experienced in implementation and management of Oracle E-Business Suite, PeopleSoft, JD
Edwards, Siebel providing migration efficiency and effective integration.

Hidden Costs Overlooked in Open Source Databases
The many enterprise-class features of Oracle have made it the standard database in many IT organizations. In
recent years, open source databases have challenged Oracle with lower cost alternatives. Total cost of ownership
considerations in a database acquisition:
Open source databases may have lower up-front cost with small volumes, but costs increase exponentially
with complexity and size
Besides the initial cost of purchase, one must address the cost of hiring and maintaining appropriate skills
for database administration and maintenance. Oracle DB skills are more abundant and plentiful providing
more economic choices.
Oracle support is much more robust than open source alternatives delivering availability to the business
and mitigating the costs of business interruption.
Oracle stands alone with excellent high availability features such as RAC, Data Guard and Streams.
Running business applications such as PeopleSoft, JD Edwards, Siebel and the Oracle E-Business Suite
the Oracle Database Server is in a class by itself affecting revenue, cost of operations and user
experience.
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The Benefits of Migrating to Oracle from MySQL
Guaranteed scalability as your applications grow with your business
High reliability, ensuring you meet SLAs for critical applications Up to 50% higher DBA productivity with
standard
Oracle management and monitoring tools like Enterprise Manager

Our Aggressive Fixed Price Migration Package Services
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In some cases, additional application-level changes are required to complete the migration; we estimate these for
each application, on a case-by-case basis.
We can handle all aspects of your MySQL or other database migration. Are you ready?

Why Estuate?
Estuate is a global technology services company, headquartered in Sunnyvale, California, with additional offices in
Canada, India and the UK. Estuate’s key service offerings include Oracle Services and IBM technology
implementation, custom application and product engineering, as well as business intelligence, Big
Data and software management. Estuate's dedicated teams help clients throughout the technology lifecycle by
aiding during the planning phase as well as the post-deployment phase.
Estuate focuses on building deep relationships with enterprise software companies through product engineering,
and providing implementation and custom application development services to customers. We help our clients
strategize to get the most from their technology reduce total cost of ownership and streamline daily software
management tasks so that their internal teams can focus on critical business objectives. This innovative strategy
creates win-win relationships with software partners and clients across a wide range of industries.
Feel free to contact us for more info at sales@estuate.com, call us at 408.400.0680 or visit us at:
www.estuate.com
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